1. Description

The OMNIBUS ANALOGUE CONSOLE is designed for controlling water terminal units for air conditioning and
heating applications.
This Console permits to fix the room temperature set point and to turn OFF the unit.
The Analogue Console is connected to the Power Omnibus card by a phone cable (6 wires) having a
terminal plug (RJ-11 6P/6C) from which it is energized (15 Vcc) and by which it exchanges information on
the Local-bus net.
It is composed by:
• LED indicating the activation status of the Omnibus Regulator
• Room temperature sensor
• Temperature knob for setting the room temperature Set point value and OFF status of the regulator.
This Console can be installed:
• Built-in the wall, on a standard “503” module and combined to the following frames: Vimar (Idea
Rondò), Bticino (Living and Light) and Gewiss (Palybus).
• On the wall
• Built-in the fancoil unit.
N.B. When connecting the Analogue Console to the Power Omnibus the first time, the fan is in mode “Auto”
(automatic fan speed selection) and the Regulator is in Standby mode.
In case of big environments where more air conditioning units are installed and where it is necessary to
control all of them by only one Analogue Console, it is possible to create a small network with maximum 10
Power Omnibus cards, connected one to the other by two wires, through the Local Bus net in “broadcast”
mode.
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4.1 Activation and room temperature set-point setting

The controller is activated by setting the room temperature knob on the desired setpoint.
The status is confirmed when the LED is ON.

4.2 Deactivation (stand-by)

For deactivating the outputs of the controller, turn the temperature knob in position “OFF”. This status is
confirmed when the LED is OFF.

5. Installation
The “Analogue Console“ must be installed at 1.5m height from the floor on a dry place, without air current,
away from heating sources (radiators, air conditioners, windows, etc. Fig.2) in a significant position for
controlling the room comfort, as shown in Fig.1. The installation near electromagnetic fields or disturbances
is to be avoided.

Fig.1

Fig.2

The Console can be installed "on wall" on an external box or built-in the wall, with standard “503” module, by
choosing one of the following frames: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino (Living and Light) and Gewiss(PLAYBUS).
For the installation on an external box (on wall) remove the closing screw on the frontal panel, on the bottom
side of the Console.
Loosen the back base for fixing it to the wall; fix it on the wall with 2 screws as shown in Fig.3.

Fig.3

-

For the installation on a (built-in) “503” module
Prepare the Console for the selected frame, by following these prescriptions.
•

Vimar series Idea Rondò

No operation to be done

•

Gewiss series PLAYBUS

Eliminate the external lockers indicated by (A)

•

Bticino series LIVING/LIGHT
Eliminate the external lockers indicated
by (A). Loosen the 2 screws on the back side of the Console, in order to remove the frontal internal
frame and remove the two bars indicated by (B).

Install the two bars between the console box and the frontal internal frame, then tighten the 2 back screws
previously removed by paying attention that the two bars (B) are in the height centre and well fixed to the
Console.

Fig. 4

5.1 Connecting the RS 485 network
For the realization of a “Local-bus” communication network between the Analogue Console and the several
Power Omnibus cards, it is advisable to use a “twisted” cable and make the electrical connections as shown
in the following diagrams.

5.1.1 Electrical connection between Analogue Console and Power Omnibus card

5.1.2 Electrical connection between Analogue Console and several Power Omnibus cards

Fig.5
In choosing the cable and installing it, all rules of the installation Country must be respected, in particular the
ones for data transmission EN 50174. Particular care must be put in dividing data transmission cables from
power cables. The maximum extension of the RS485 net must never exceed 500m and a maximum of 10
Power Omnibus cards.
In case of short distance between Analogue Console and Power Omnibus, a flat phone cable can be used
for the “Local-bus” connection, ending with RJ11 6P/6C male plugs, as shown in the pictures. For longer
distances, a twisted cable must be used (i.e. AWG24 Cat.5E)

.

5.1.3 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Analogue Console built-in
“503”module

Fig 6

5.1.4 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Analogue Console for on wall
installation

Fig.7

/

5.1.5 Use of the air sensor at the air intake of the unit (remove the jumper on the
analogue console).
If it is necessary to measure the room temperature at the air intake of the unit, it is sufficient to connect the
proper air sensor to the connector “AS” on the “Power Omnibus” card. The air sensor located inside the
Analogue Console must be excluded by removing the proper jumper in the Console itself, as shown in Fig.8,
and make sure that the "de-stratification" function is active (P04 ≥ 1).
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1. Description
The Display Console is designed for controlling water terminal units used for air conditioning and heating
applications. This unit permits to set all working parameters and to visualize the status of I/O of the main
regulator (Power Omnibus card) installed on the water terminal units.
The Console is connected to the Power Omnibus card by a phone cable (4 wires), from which it is energized
(15 Vcc) and it receives information from the Local-bus network.
In case of big ambients where more air conditioning units are installed and where it is necessary to control all
of them from only one Display Console, it is possible to create a small network with maximum 10 Power
Omnibus cards connected one to the other by 2 wires, through the Local Bus network, “broadcast” mode.
The Display Console unit is composed by:
• Graphic LCD for the visualization of all parameters
• Room temperature sensor
• Room humidity sensor (optional upon request)
• Infrared Receiver for the operation by a Remote Infrared controller
• Four buttons for setting the parameters and the operating modes of the water terminal unit (i.e. Status:
OFF-Comfort-Economy, Fan: Low, Med, High, Auto, Mode:Cool / Heat / Fan / Dry and room temperature
Set-point).
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3. Applicability and identification
Display Console for wall built-in “503”module
compatible with: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino(Living and
Light) and Gewiss (PLAYBUS) frames

Art. OC235
Art. OC245

colour: White / EURAPO
colour: Grey / EURAPO

With relative humidity sensor
Art. OC335
colour: White / EURAPO
Art. OC345
colour: Grey / EURAPO

Display Console for "on wall" installation
Art. OC236

colour: White / EURAPO

With relative humidity sensor
Art. OC336

colour: White / EURAPO

Display Console built in the fancoil unit
Art. OPxxx- OC211

colour: White / NEUTRAL

Display Console built in the SPHERA unit
Art. OPxxx- OC213
Art. OPxxx- OC223

colour: White / NEUTRAL
colour: Grey / NEUTRAL
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4. User section
4.10 Function of the buttons
Symbol

NAME
ON/OFF

FAN

SET-POINT

MODE

PRIMARY FUNCTION

Visualization

Activation /deactivation of the unit

Fan speed selection
(low, med, high, auto)

Visualization / setting of the room temp. set-point

Selection of the operating mode
COOLING
, HEATING
VENTILATION ONLY

DEHUMIDIFICATION

,

4.10.1 Activation
The controller is activated by pushing the button
visualized

until the main screen is

NOTE. This status is a basic condition for entering into the “primary function” of the buttons

4.10.2 Deactivation (stand-by)
For deactivating the outputs of the controller push the button

until the screen shows “SYSTEM OFF”

4.10.3 Fan speed selection
For setting the fan speed push the button
, until the desired fan speed appears on the display (1- 2- 3AUTO). When no button is pushed, automatically the main screen is visualized and the latest fan speed
selected is memorized.
By “AUTO” selection, the fan speed will change automatically (low-med-high) according to the difference
between set-point value and room temperature (the highest is the temperature difference, the highest is the
fan speed).

4.10.4 Room temperature set-point setting
For setting the room temperature value, push the button

and then the button

for increasing the

temperature or the button
for decreasing the temperature. If no button is pushed, automatically the main
screen is visualized and the last SET-POINT value appears on the display.
NOTE. The set-point value (effective one) is shown on the bottom part of the display 20.0°C.
This set-point considers the memorized value and the activation (if present) of the “economy” function and of
the other active status.
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4.10.5 Relative humidity set-point setting
For setting the relative humidity set-point value, push simultaneously the buttons

and

then the

for increasing the value or the button
for decreasing the value of desired humidity If no button
button
is pushed, automatically the main screen is visualized and the last SET-POINT value appears on the display.
NOTE. This setting is activated only if the Power Omnibus card is in mode
DRY or STEAM and there is a
humidity sensor (accessory in the Display Console or external sensor) connected to it.

4.10.6 Selection of the operating mode
For setting the operating mode, push the button
display.

until the desired mode symbol is visualized on the

COOL (Cooling)
HEAT (Heating)
FAN (Ventilation only)
DRY (Dehumidification)
NOTE. These selections are not always available, because they depend on the setting of the parameter "P21" and on
the status of the “Lock Client” function.
The selected operating mode is visualized with its own symbol on the upper right side of the display.
When one of the above mentioned symbols is blinking, it means that the relevant valves are active in order
to reach the required set point value.
When the required set point is reached, the symbol stops blinking and the operating mode is always visible
on the screen.

4.10.7 Activation of the “ECONOMY” function by the Display Console
The Economy function is especially used for energy saving, when the room is not occupied or during the
night. With this conditions, it is possible to modify automatically the value of the set point compared to the
"comfort" mode (standard operation). In “Cooling (SUMMER)” mode the set point will be increased and in
“Heating (WINTER)” mode the set point will be decreased as much as defined on the setup parameter
(default 6°C).
For activating or deactivating the “Economy” function it is sufficient to shortly push the button
When this function is activated, the symbol

will appear on the bottom side of the display

4.10.8 Lock buttons
For avoiding a not proper use of the Display Console, it is possible to deactivate the function of the four
buttons.
The locking is obtain by pushing simultaneously for some seconds the buttons
on the display.
confirmed by the visualization of the symbol
For unlocking the buttons proceed in the same way.
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4.10.9 Information available on the main display
23.7 °C Value of the room temperature
43% Value of the room relative humidity
20°C Set-Point temperature effective

56 %

Set-Point relative humidity RH desired
“Economy“ function activated
Mode “VENTILATION” activated
Mode “COOLING” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Mode “heating” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Mode “HEATING + ELECTRIC HEATER” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
and/or R1
Mode “DEHUMIDIFICATION” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Receiving information from the IR remote control or indication of radio disturbance
Fan runs at the Lowest speed
Fan runs at the Middle speed
Fan runs at the Highest speed
Fan runs at the Highest speed and the AUTO speed selection is active
Lock buttons active

The following visualizations indicate:
It is necessary to clean the filter, because the fan working hours defined by the set-up
W01 parameter "P11" has been reached
The cooling fluid has reached a too low temperature, below the one defined by the set-up
W02 parameter "P28"
The internal room temperature is too low, below the value defined by the set-up
W03 parameter "P30" and there is a risk of freezing the piping
The external room temperature is too low, below the value defined by the set-up
W04 parameter "P30" and there is a risk of freezing the piping
The air outlet temperature is too high, above the value defined by the set-up parameter
W05 "P39"
The Display Console cannot communicate with its Power Omnibus card, because of a
W06 wrong electrical connection or other anomaly
The regulator has no room temperature sensor or the sensor is damaged. In this situation
A01 the regulator's outputs are not active
The “check sensor” installed at the air outlet of the unit measured an anomalous value.
A02 The outlet air temperature is not enough warm (in heating mode) or cold (in cooling mode)
and the relevant values of the set-up parameters have not been reached (P25, P26 and
P27)
The fan motor is stopped because it is overheated and all the regulator's outputs are
A03 deactivated
is blinking, it indicates that the “Warning” status is active., When only the code
NOTE. When the symbol
is visualized (ex. W03) it means that the "Warning" status is solved (not active anymore) and in order to
delete the visualization it is sufficient to push the button
The alarm codes (A01, A02 and A03) are related to the Power Omnibus card and they automatically
deactivate the contact on the “Multitask” card (if present).
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Anomaly Status
If anomalous values are visualized and on the main screen, on the upper
left side the “W06” blinks, it means that there is no communicatin
between the Display Console and its Power Omnibus card.
Actions to be taken: verify the absence of the jumper “J6 slave” on the
Power Omnibus card and check the conformity of the electrical
connections.

5. Advanced setting
Following are illustrated the operations for selecting particular functions of the Display Console.

5.1.6 Visualization of the input/output Status on the “Power Omnibus” card
Phase

a.5

b. 5

c. 5

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

Push the button

for visualizing the “I/O Status” and with the

and
it is possible to visualize the list and verify the status
buttons
or value of the different Inputs and Outputs present on the “Power
Omnibus” regulator
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5.1.7 Reset “Warning - W01”
For deleting the “W01” signal from the main screen of the Console, clean the air filter and then operate as
follows:
Phase

a.6

b. 6

c. 6

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button
Select with button

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

for entering into the following mask Æ
“Reset Warning” and reset the warning – W01, by

pushing twice the button

.

For coming back to the main screen push twice the button

5.1.8 How to set the Parameters
For a better versatility and customized used of the Omnibus regulator related to the different type of systems
and operation needs, there are some set-up Parameters which can be directly set by the end user. Others
are accessible only by qualified and authorized personnel (service), as described in the following paragraph
“Service Tool”.
Phase

a.7

b.7

c. 7

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following maskÆ

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

for entering into the following mask Æ

and
it is possible to visualize the list and select
With the buttons
the set-up Parameters of the “Power Omnibus” card

d. 7

The variation of the Set-up Parameters is possible only for the first eleven
parameters of the list.
For modifying one selected parameter push the button

, with the

or
select the desired value and with the button
button
confirm the selection
For coming back to the main screen push twice the button
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5.1.9 Service Tool
Besides the previously described functions, the Display Console can be used from the Service Centre for
particular setting of the Power Omnibus regulator, as for example:
• “Lock Client” limitation of the use of the buttons on the Console only to “primary functions” and total

•
•
•

. This option is useful in particular for public rooms
deactivation of the use of the button "Mode"
(hospitals, hotel rooms, etc.) where only the main commands are required (ON/OFF, fan speeds and
room temperature setting).
“Load Set-up”: loading of the original factory setting
Setting of all the Regulator's Set-up Parameters
Variation of the Modbus address if the Regulator (Power Omnibus) is connected to the relevant
Network.

NOTE. The functions of the “service tool” are accessible by authorized and qualified personnel only (service)
through dedicated access password.

5.1.9.1 Lock Client
The use of the function “Lock” deactivates the "advanced" functions of the buttons, therefore, in case, this
function (Lock) can be activated only when the set-up activity of the Omnibus Regulator is finished.
Phase

a.8

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

b.8

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 8

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

With the buttons

and

, select “Lock Client” and confirm the

selection with the button

d. 8

Push the button

for selecting the desired mode and confirm the

selection by pushing the button
Lock = limitation of the buttons on the Console only to the “primary
functions” and total deactivation of the use of the button "Mode"
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5.1.9.2 Load Setup
With the following operation, the original factory setting are re-loaded on the Omnibus Regulator, therefore
the customized variation of the Set-up Parameters done by the client will be deleted.
Phase

a.9

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

b.9

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 9

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

Confirm the selection with the button

d. 9

Push the button

or

for selecting the set-up to be loaded and

confirm the selection with the button

5.1.9.3 Setup Parameters
Phase

a.10

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

b.10

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 10

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

and
it is possible to visualize the list and select
With the buttons
one of the several Set-up Parameters available on the “Power Omnibus”
regulator

d. 10

For modifying the selected parameter push the button
with the buttons

or

select the desired value and with the button

confirm the selection
For coming back to the main screen push twice the button
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5.1.9.4 Address Modbus

Each Modbus network consists of a Master unit, as for example the “Manager Console” or the “Web-Server
Omnibus”, and some Slave units, which are, in this specific case, the Power Omnibus cards connected to
the network.
Each Slave unit must have its own Modbus address, between 1 and 240. This address is defined in the
factory and it is indicated on a label on the Power Omnibus card.
For a correct communication between Master unit and Slave, it is important to make sure that on the same
network there are no Power Omnibus cards having the same “Modbus address”. In case, the variation of the
Modbus address on the Power Omnibus card can be done by the Display Console in the following way:
Phase
Phase description
Visualization

a.11

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

b.11

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 11

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

With the buttons

and

select “Set Address” and confirm the

selection with the button

d. 11

For modifying the Modbus address push the button

or

confirm the setting by pushing the button
For coming back to the main screen push twice the button
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6. Installation
La “Display Console“ must be installed at 1.5m height from the floor on a dry place, without air
current, away from heating sources (radiators, air conditioners, windows, Fig. 2, etc.) in a
significant position for controlling the room comfort, as shown in Fig. 1. The installation near
electromagnetic fields or disturbance is to be avoided.

Fig.2

Fig.1

The Display Console can be installed "on wall" on an external box or built-in the wall, with standard
“503” module, by choosing one of the following frames: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino (Living and
Light) and Gewiss(PLAYBUS).
For the installation on an external box (on wall),remove the closing screw on the frontal panel, on
the bottom side of the Console.
Loosen the back base for fixing it on the wall; fix it on the wall with 2 screws, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3
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For the installation on a (built-in) “503” module
Prepare the Display Console for the selected frame, by following this prescriptions.
• Vimar series Idea Rondò Æ No operation to be done
• Gewiss series PLAYBUSÆ Eliminate the external lockers, indicated by (A)
• Bticino series LIVING/LIGHT Æ Eliminate the external lockers indicated
by (A). Loosen the 2 screws on the back side of the Console, in order to remove the frontal
internal frame and remove the two bars indicated by (B).
Install the two bars between the console box and the frontal internal frame, then tighten the 2 back
screws previously removed by paying attention that the two bars (B) are in the height centre and
well fixed to the Console.

Fig. 4
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6.1 Connecting the RS 485 network

For the realization of a “Local-bus” communication network between the Display Console and the
several Power Omnibus cards, it is advisable to use a “twisted” cable and make the electrical
connections as shown in the following diagrams.

6.1.1 Electrical connection between Display Console and Power Omnibus card

6.1.2 Electrical connection between Display Console and several Power Omnibus
cards

Fig.5

In choosing the cable and installing it all rules of the installation Country must be respected, in
particular the ones for data transmission EN 50174.
Particular case must be put in dividing data transmission cables from power. The maximum
extension of the RS485 net must never exceed 500m and a maximum of 10 Power Omnibus.
In case of short distance between Display Console and Power Omnibus, a flat phone cable can be
used for the “Local-bus” connection, ending with RJ11 6P/4C male plugs, as shown in the pictures.
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6.1.3 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Display Console built-in
“503” module

Fig 6

6.1.4 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Display Console for on wall
installation

Fig.7
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1. Description
The Manager Console is designed for the supervision of small heating and air conditioning systems having
water terminal units equipped with Omnibus Regulators. The water terminal units can be controlled by the
relevant Display or Analogue Console or simply connected between them via MODBUS network.
The Manager Console permits to give the main commands to the Omnibus regulators from a centralized
position (i.e. OFF, ECONOMY, COMFORT, etc.) manually and/or by a daily/weekly program.
The Console is connected to the Power Omnibus by a phone cable (4 wires ending with RJ-11 6P/4C plug)
from which it takes power supply (15 Vcc) and through which it exchanges information with the Modbus
network.
The use of the Manager Console excludes the possibility to connect other “ Modbus Master Managers”
(systems or supervision units) on the same Modbus Network.
With this console the user can manage the single Regulators (Power Omnibus) in different ways:
• Single ONE (025) Æ the setting and commands given by the Manager Console have effect only on one
Regulator of the Modbus network (ex. Power Omnibus having address Modbus = 025)
• Centralized ALL(025) Æ the setting and commands given by the Manager Console have effect on all the
Regulators connected on the same Modbus network
The visualization of the Input/Output status on the Manager console are referred to the single Power
Omnibus Regulator shown on the display (ex. ALL(025) address Modbus = 025)
The Manager Console unit is provided with:
• Graphic LCD for the visualization of the parameters
• Air temperature sensor
• Infrared Receiver for managing a Remote infrared control (optional)
• Four buttons for setting the parameters and operating mode of the water terminal unit (ex. Status: OFFComfort-Economy, Fan : Min-Med-Max-Auto, Mode :Cool / Heat / Fan / Dry and Set-point of the room
temperature).
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3. Applicability and identification
Manager Console for wall built-in “503” module compatible
with: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino (Living and Light) and Gewiss
(PLAYBUS) frames

Art. OC435

colour: White / EURAPO

Art. OC445

colour: Grey / EURAPO

Console Manager for "on wall" installation

Art. OC436

colour: Grey / EURAPO

Console Manager built in the fancoil unit
Art. OPxxx- OC411

colour: White / NEUTRAL

Console Manager built in the SPHERA unit
Art. OPxxx- OC413

colour: White / NEUTRAL

Art. OPxxx- OC423

colour: Grey / NEUTRAL
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4. User section
4.10 Function of the buttons
Symbol

NAME
ON/OFF

FAN

SET-POINT

MODE

PRIMARY FUNCTION

Visualization

Activation/deactivation of the unit

Fan speed selection
(low, med, high, auto)

Visualization/setting of the room temperature set-point

Selection of the operating mode
, DEHUMIDIFICATION

COOLING
, HEATING
VENTILATION ONLY

,

4.10.1 Activation
The controller is activated by pushing the button
visualized.

until the main screen is

NOTE. This status is a basic condition for entering into the “primary function” of the buttons.

4.10.2 Deactivation (stand-by)
For deactivating the functions on the Regulator push the button

until the screen shows “SYSTEM OFF”

4.10.3 Fan speed selection
For setting the fan speed push the button
until the desired fan speed appears on the display (1- 2- 3AUTO). When no button is pushed, automatically the main screen is visualized and the latest fan speed
selected is memorized.
By “AUTO” selection, the fan speed will change automatically (low-med-high) according to the difference
between set-point value and room temperature (the highest is the temperature difference, the highest is the
fan speed).

4.10.4 Room temperature set-point setting
For setting the room temperature value, push the button

and then the button

for increasing the

temperature or the button
for decreasing the temperature. If no button is pushed, automatically the main
screen is visualized and the last SET-POINT value appears on the display.
NOTE. The set-point value (effective one) is shown on the bottom part of the display 20.0°C.This Set-Point
considers the memorized value and the activation (if present) of the "economy” function and of the other
active status.
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4.10.5 Relative humidity set-point setting
For setting the relative humidity set-point value, push simultaneously the buttons

and

then the

for increasing or the value or the button
for decreasing the value of the desired humidity. If
button
no button is pushed, automatically the main screen is visualized and the last SET-POINT value appears on
the display.
NOTE. This setting is activated only if the Power Omnibus card is in mode
DRY or STEAM and there is a
humidity sensor (accessory in the Display Console or external sensor) connected to it.

4.10.6 Selection of the operating mode
until the desired mode symbol is visualized on the

For setting the operating mode, push the button
display.
COOL (Cooling)
HEAT (Heating)
FAN (Ventilation only)
DRY (Dehumidification)

NOTE. These selection are not always available, because they depend on the factory setting of parameter “P21” and on
the status of the “Lock Client” function.
The selected operating mode is visualized with its own symbol on the upper right side of the display.
When one of the above mentioned symbols is blinking, it means that the relevant valves are active in order
to reach the required set point value.
When the required set point is reached, the symbol stops blinking and the operating mode is always visible
on the screen.

4.10.7 Activation of the “ECONOMY” function by the Manager Console
The economy function is especially used for energy saving, when the room is not occupied or during the
night. With these conditions it is possible to modify automatically the value of the set point compared to the
"comfort" mode (standard operation). In “Cooling (SUMMER)” mode the set point will be increased and in
“Heating (WINTER)” mode the set point will be decreased as much as defined on the setup parameter
(default 6°C).
For activating or deactivating the “Economy” function it is sufficient to shortly push the button
When this function is activated, the symbol

.

will appear on the bottom side of the display.

4.10.8 Lock buttons
For avoiding a not proper use of the Display Console, it is possible to deactivate the function of the four
buttons.
The locking is obtained by pushing simultaneously for some seconds the buttons
on the display.
confirmed by the visualization of the symbol
For unlocking the buttons proceed in the same way.
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4.10.9 Information available on the main display
-Console command Mode: ALL= CENTRALIZED (all)

ONE = SINGLE

-Identification of the Power Omnibus selected for the visualization of the Input/Output
The “Time programming” of the operating Status is active on all the Regulators connected
to the ModBus network
23.7 °C Value of the room temperature
43% Value of the relative humidity (RH) desired
20°C Set-Point temperature effective

56 %

Set-Point relative humidity (RH) desired
“Economy“ function activated
Mode “VENTILATION ONLY” activated
Mode “COOLING” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Mode “HEATING” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Mode “HEATING + ELECTRIC HEATER” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
and/or R1
Mode “DEHUMIDIFICATION” activated, if the symbol blinks, the relevant valve is open
Receiving information from the IR remote control or indication of radio disturbance
Fan runs at the Lowest speed
Fan runs at the Middle speed
Fan runs at the Highest speed
Fan runs at the Highest speed and the AUTO speed selection is active
Lock buttons active

The following visualizations indicate:
It is necessary to clean the air filter, because the fan working hours defined by the set-up
W01 parameter “P11” has been reached
The cooling fluid has reached a too low temperature, below the value defined by the set-up
W02 parameter "P28"
The internal room temperature is too low, below the value defined by the set-up parameter
W03 "P30" and there is a risk of freezing the piping
The external room temperature is too low, below the value defined by the set-up parameter
W04 "P30" and there is a risk of freezing the piping
The air outlet temperature is too high, above the value defined by the set-up parameter "P39"

W05
W06
A01
A02
A03

The Display Console cannot communicate with its Power Omnibus card, because of a wrong
electrical connection or other anomaly
The Regulator has no room temperature sensor or the sensor is damaged. In this situation the
Regulator's outputs are not active
The “check sensor” installed at the air outlet of the unit measured an anomalous value. The
outlet air temperature is not enough warm (in heating mode) or cold (in cooling mode) and the
relevant values of the set-up parameters have not been reached (P25, P26 and P27)
The fan motor is stopped because it is overheated and all the regulator's outputs are
deactivated

NOTE. When the symbol

is blinking, it indicates that the “Warning” status is active.
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Anomaly status
If at first start up the following screen appears on the display, Æ
it means that there is no communication between the Manager Console and the
Regulator (Power Omnibus) having Modbus address 001.
Actions: verify if the Regulator with address 001 is existing on the Modbus network
and it is active; check if the electrical connections are properly done, as indicated in
par. 6.

5. Advanced setting
Following are illustrated the operations for selecting particular functions of the Manager Console.

5.1 Access to setting
Phase

a.1

b.1

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

5.1.1 Selection of the Regulator to be visualized
For visualizing the parameters of one specific Regulator, push the button

c.1

and you will see the Modbus address of the relevant Regulator
(Power Omnibus).

d.1

With the buttons
and
select the number corresponding to the
Modbus address of the Power Omnibus card you want visualize and/or
for which you want to modify the parameters. Confirm with the button
.
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5.1.2 Selection of the control mode
For modifying the control mode of the console from the situation:
ONE = SINGLE control to ALL= CENTRALIZED control (all units)

e.1

From Phase c.1 simply push the button

and select with the button

the desired mode; push first the button
and then the button
for confirmation and exit the setting, coming back to the main screen
The above mentioned setting are visualized on the main screen Æ
in particular:
- on the left upper side “ALL“ means that the commands given by the
Manager Console have effect on all the Regulators connected on the
Modbus network.
- the visualized parameters are referred to the Regulator having address
170.

- on the left upper side “ONE“ means that the commands given by the
Manager Console have effect only on the Regulator having address 170.
- the visualized parameters are referred to the Regulator having address
170.

5.1.3 Setting “Clock and Day”
Phase

a.2

b.2

c.2

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button
and

buttons

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

and the following mask is visualized. Select with the
“Setup Clock” and confirm by pushing the button

.

d.2

With the buttons

select the current hour and confirm with the

and

select the minutes and confirm with the

and

select the current day and confirm with the

button
With the buttons
button

e.2

and

.

With the buttons
button

.

When the setting is finished, push two times the button
back to the main screen.
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5.1.4 Time programming of the operating Status
This function permits to enable the Time programming of the operating status (Standby, Comfort and
Economy) of the Power Omnibus Regulators.
The Time programming can intervene on 6 status per day, for every day of the week.
With reference to the command mode previously set (ALL or ONE), the “Time programming” is active on all
or only on one of the Regulators connected to the ModBus network.
Phase

a.3

b.3

c.3

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button

until you see the following
mask Æ

and the following mask is visualized. Æ

Select with the button
button

and

“Prog Week” and confirm by pushing the

.

d.3
Select with the buttons

and

if you want to activate (ON) or not

(OFF) the Time programming and confirm with the button
selected

e.3

what you

The underlined choice ( On) confirms that the Time programming is
activated.
For coming back to the main screen, push 3 times the button
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5.1.5 Setting the periods and the daily operating Status (in a week)
Phase

a. 4

Phase description

Visualization

For verifying and/or modifying the status and/or periods of the daily
operating functions, from Phase “e.3” push the button

or

and

confirm the selection with the button

b. 4

For every day of the week it is possible to set up to 6 time cycles and the
relevant status (ECO = economy , ON = comfort , OFF = standby) of
working operation of the Power Omnibus Regulator.
Setting the HOUR: by pushing the button
With the buttons

Setting the MINUTES: push the button
confirm with the button
With the buttons

and

for selecting the minutes and

: the minutes start blinking.
select the minutes and confirm with the

.

button

d. 4

select the desired hour and confirm with

.

the button

c. 4

and

the hour starts blinking.

Setting the STATUS (ECO = economy , ON = comfort , OFF = standby --= no change (the original status continues)
Push the button

for selecting the status and by pushing the button

the “status” starts blinking.
With the buttons
button

and

select the status and confirm with the

.

For proceeding with the daily program, push the button
and repeat the previous phases (b.4, c.4, d.4)
In order to exit from the daily program, push the button
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5.1.6 Visualization of the input/output status of the “Power Omnibus” card
Phase

a.5

b. 5

c. 5

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

and

Push simultaneously the buttons

until you see the following
mask Æ

Push the button

and the following mask is visualized Æ

Push the button

for visualizing the “Status I/O” and with

and
it is possible to check the list and verify the
the buttons
status or the value of the several Inputs and Outputs present on the
“Power Omnibus” Regulator

5.1.7 Reset “Warning - W01”
For deleting the “W01” signal from the main screen of the Console, first of all clean the air filter of the unit
and then proceed in the following way.
Phase

a.6

b. 6

c. 6

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

and

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button

until you see the following
mask Æ

and the following mask is visualized Æ

Select with the button

“Reset Warning” and reset the warning – W01

by pushing 2 times the button

.

For coming back to the main screen, push 2 times the button
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5.1.8 How to set the Parameters
For a better versatility and customized used of the Omnibus regulator related to the different type of systems
and operation needs, there are some set-up Parameters which can be modified. Some parameters can be
modified directly by the end user, others are accessible only by qualified and authorized personnel (service),
as described in the following paragraph “Service Tool”.
The modification of the parameters on the Regulators is related to the command mode (ALL or ONE) set on
the Manager Console:
- ONE: the variation of the parameter (or parameters) will be valid only for the single Regulator having
the Modbus address shown on the upper left side of the main screen
- ALL: the variation of the parameter (or parameters) will be valid fir all of the Regulators connected to
the same ModBus network
Phase

a.7

b.7

c. 7

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

Push simultaneously the buttons

Push the button

and

until you see the following
mask Æ

and the following mask is visualized Æ

and
it is possible to check the list and select the
With the buttons
several Setup Parameters of the “Power Omnibus” Regulator

d. 7

The variation of the Set-up Parameters is possible only for the first eleven
parameters of the list.
For modifying one selected parameter push the button

; with the

or
select the desired value and with the button
button
confirm the selection.
For coming back to the main screen, push 2 times the button

5.1.9 Service Tool
Besides the previously defined functions, la Manager Display Console can be used from the Service Centre
for particular setting of the power Omnibus Regulator, as for example:
• “Lock Client”: limitation of the use of the buttons on the Console only to “primary functions” and total

•
•
•

. This option is useful in particular for public rooms (hospitals,
deactivation of the button "Mode"
hotel rooms, etc.) where only the main commands are required (ON/OFF, fan speeds and room
temperature setting).
“Load Set-up”: loading of the original factory setting
Setting of all the Regulator's Set-up Parameters
Variation of the Modbus address if the Regulator (Power Omnibus) is connected to the relevant
Network.

NOTE. The functions of the “Service Tool” are accessible by authorized and qualified personnel only
(service) through a dedicated access Password.
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5.1.9.1 Lock Client
The use of the function “Lock” deactivates the "advanced" functions of the buttons, therefore, in case, this
function (Lock) can be activated only when the set-up activity of the Omnibus Regulator is finished.
Phase

a.8

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

b.8

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 8

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

With the buttons

and

select “Lock Client” and confirm the

selection with the button

d. 8

Push the button

for selecting the desired mode and confirm the

selection by pushing the button
Lock = limitation of the buttons on the Console only to the “primary
functions” and total deactivation of the use of the button "Mode"
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5.1.9.2 Load Setup
With the following operation, the original factory setting are re-loaded on the Omnibus Regulator, therefore
the customized variation of the Set-up Parameters done by the client will be deleted.
Phase

a.9

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

b.9

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 9

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

Confirm the selection with the button

d. 9

Push the button

or

for selecting the set-up to be loaded and

confirm the selection with the button

5.1.9.3 Setup Parameters
Phase

a.10

Phase description

Visualization

From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
and
until
you see the following mask Æ

b.10

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 10

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

and
it is possible to visualize the list and select
With the buttons
one of the several Set-up Parameters available on the “Power Omnibus”
Regulator.

d. 10

For modifying the selected parameter push the button
with the buttons

or

;

select the desired value and with the button

confirm the selection.
For coming back to the main screen push 2 times the button
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5.1.9.4 Address Modbus
Each Modbus network consists of a Master unit, as for example the “Manager Console” or the “Web-Server
Omnibus”, and some Slave units, which are, in this specific case, the Power Omnibus cards connected to
the network.
Each Slave unit must have its own Modbus address, between 1 and 240. This address is defined in the
factory and it is indicated on a label on the Power Omnibus card.
For a correct communication between Master unit and Slave, it is important to make sure that on the same
network there are no Power Omnibus cards having the same “Modbus address” and that in the Manager
Console it was selected one of the addresses connected to the network (by following the indications given on
par. 5.1.1).
In case, the variation of the Modbus address on the Power Omnibus card can be done by a Display Console
in the following way.
Phase

a.11

Phase description

Visualization

and
until
From the main screen, push simultaneously the buttons
you see the following mask Æ

b.11

For entering into this mask Æ
digit the access Password and confirm with the button

c. 11

Push the button

for entering into the following mask Æ

With the buttons

and

selection with the button

d. 11

select “Set Address” and confirm the
.

For modifying the Modbus address push the button
confirm the setting by pushing the button

or

.

For coming back to the main screen push 2 times the button
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6. Installation
The “Manager Console“ must be installed at 1.5m height from the floor, on a dry place, without air
current, away from heating sources (radiators, air conditioners, windows etc., see Fig. 2) in a
significant position for controlling the room comfort, as shown in Fig. 1. The installation near
electromagnetic fields or disturbance is to be avoided.

Fig.2

Fig.1

The Manager Console can be installed "on Wall" on an external box or built-in the wall, with a
standard “503” module, by choosing one of the following frames: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino
(Living and Light) and Gewiss (PLAYBUS).
For the installation on an external box (on wall), remove the closing screw on the frontal panel, on
the bottom side of the Console.
Loosen the back base for fixing it on the wall; fix it on the wall with 2 screws, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3
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For the installation on a (built-in) “503” module
Prepare the Manager Console for the selected frame, by following these prescriptions.
• Vimar series Idea Rondò Æ No operation to be done
• Gewiss series PLAYBUSÆ Eliminate the external lockers, indicated by (A)
• Bticino series LIVING/LIGHT Æ Eliminate the external lockers, indicated by
(A). Loosen the 2 screws on the back side of the Console, in order to remove the frontal
internal frame and remove the two bars indicated by (B).
Install the two bars between the console box and the frontal internal frame, then tighten the 2 back
screws previously removed by paying attention that the two bars (B) are in the centre (as for the
height) and well fixed to the Console.

Fig. 4
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6.1 Connecting the RS 485 network
For the realization of a “Modbus” network between the Manager Console and the several Power
Omnibus cards, it is advisable to use a “twisted” cable and make the electrical connections as
shown on the following figure.

Fig.5

In choosing the cable and installing it, all rules of the installation Country must be respected, in
particular the ones for data transmission EN 50174.
Particular care must be put in dividing data transmission cables from power cables.
The maximum extension of the RS485 net must never exceed 500m and a maximum of 40 Power
Omnibus.
For the connection between Manager Console and relevant Power Omnibus card a flat phone
cable can be used, ending with a male connector RJ11 6P/4C type.
For the connection of the Power Omnibus cards to the Modbus network, use the terminals on the
card itself by strictly respecting the polarity, as shown in the following figures.
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6.1.1 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Manager Console built-in a “503”
module

Fig 6

6.1.2 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Manager Console for "on wall"
installation

Fig.7
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1. 1. Description
The Analogue Plus Console is designed for controlling water terminal units used for air
conditioning and heating applications. This unit permits to set all working parameters and to
visualize the operating status of the main regulator (Power Omnibus card) installed on the water
terminal units.
The Analogue Plus Console is connected to the Power Omnibus card by a phone cable (4 wires),
from which it is energized (15 Vdc) and it receives information from the RS-485 Local-bus network.
In case of big rooms where more air conditioning units are installed and where it is necessary to
control all of them by only one Analogue Plus Console, it is possible to create a small network with
maximum 10 Power Omnibus cards connected one to the other by 2 wires, through the Local Bus
network, “broadcast” mode.
The Analogue Plus Console unit is composed by:
• One LED showing the operating mode and operating status of the Power Omnibus card.
• Four LEDs to visualize the fan speed status and warnings, in case.
• Two buttons: one for setting the operating mode of the terminal unit (Mode: Cooling/Heating) and
one for the selection of the fan speeds.
• Room temperature sensor.
• One knob for setting the room temperature set-point value and OFF position.
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3. Applicability and identification
Analogue Plus console for wall built-in
“503”module; compatible with: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino
(Living and Light) and Gewiss (PLAYBUS) frames

Art. OC735
Art. OC745

colour: white / EURAPO
colour: grey / EURAPO

Analogue Plus console for "on wall" installation
Art. OC736

colour: white / EURAPO

Analogue Plus console built in the fancoil unit
Art. OPxxx- OC711

colour: white / NEUTRAL
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Analogue Plus console built in the SPHERA
unit

Art. OPxxx- OC713
Art. OPxxx- OC723

colour: white / NEUTRAL
colour: grey / NEUTRAL

4. User section
4.10 Function of the buttons
Symbol

NAME
FAN

MAIN FUNCTION

Fan speed selection
(low, med, high, Auto)

MODE

Selection of the operating mode:
, HEATING
COOLING

4.10.1 Activation and setting
In order to activate the regulator’s functions, turn the Console’s knob on the wished temperature
value.
This selection is confirmed by the “Mode” LED (red or green).

4.10.2 Deactivation (stand-by)
For deactivating the outputs of the controller turn the knob on “OFF” position. The “Mode" LED will
be turned off.

4.10.3 Selection of the operating mode
For selecting HEATING or COOLING mode push the button
, the green/red light on the LED
will confirm the selected operating mode, in particular:
GREEN LED Æ COOL ( Cooling )
RED LED Æ HEAT ( Heating )
N.B. These selections are not always available, because they depend on the setting of the
parameter “P21” of the Power Omnibus card and from “Lock Client” status.
When the “Mode” LED blinks, the relevant valve is energized in order to reach the set-point value.
When the required set point is reached, the “Mode” LED stops blinking and the operating mode
remains visible.

4.10.4 Fan speed selection
For setting the fan speed push repeatedly the button
, until the selected speed (I-II-III-AUTO)
appears, in particular:
LED “auto” firm yellow Æ Fan Speed selection: Auto
LED “III”
firm green Æ Fan Speed selection: High
LED “II”
firm green Æ Fan Speed selection: Med
LED “I”
firm green Æ Fan Speed selection: Low
By "AUTO" selection, the fan speed will change automatically (Low-Med-High) according to the
difference between set-point value and room temperature: the highest is the temperature
difference, the highest is the fan speed.
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4.10.5 Lock buttons
For avoiding a not proper use of the Analogue Plus Console, it is possible to deactivate the
function of the two buttons. The locking is obtained by turning the knob on OFF position and
pushing simultaneously for at least three seconds the two buttons. For unlocking the buttons
proceed in the same way.

4.10.6 Status/Warning
“AUTO” LED yellow blinking Æ the Analogue Plus Console is not communicating with the Power
Omnibus card (W06).
Actions: Check if the “J6 slave” jumper is installed on the Power Omnibus card and check the
conformity of the RS-485 “Local bus” electrical connection.
“III” LED green blinking Æ it is necessary to clean the air filter (W01)
Actions: Follow the instruction on Par. 4.10.7
“II” LED green blinking Æ the fan motor is overheated (A03)
“I” LED green blinking Æ the window is open
“AUTO, III, II, I” blinking: several Warnings and/or Alarms are active (excluding W06, W01 and
A03)
LEDs OFF Æ Temperature knob on position OFF or Power Omnibus card out of order (no power
supply or damaged card).
N.B. If the Power Omnibus setup is changed through the “Mod-Bus” network, the Analogue Plus
Console will visualize all the new set values except the room temperature set-point value.

4.10.7 Filter reset (warning)
In order to reset the filter alarm, turn the knob on position “OFF” and push the button

for at

for at least 5
least 5 seconds until the “AUTO, III, II, I” LEDs are blinking. Then push the button
seconds until the “AUTO, III, II, I” LEDs are simultaneously activated. All LEDs will then turn OFF,
confirming that the filter timer reset is done.

5. Installation
The “Analogue Plus Console“ must be installed at 1.5m height from the floor on a dry place,
without air current, away from heating sources (radiators, air conditioners, windows, etc., see
Fig.2) in a significant position for controlling the room comfort, as shown in Fig. 1. The installation
near electromagnetic fields or disturbance is to be avoided.

Fig.2

Fig.1

The Display Console can be installed "on wall" on an external box or built-in the wall, with standard
“503” module, by choosing one of the following frames: Vimar (Idea Rondò), Bticino (Living and
Light) and Gewiss(PLAYBUS).
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For the installation on an external box (on wall),remove the closing screw on the frontal panel, on
the bottom side of the Console. Loosen the back base for fixing it on the wall; fix it on the wall with
2 screws, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig.3
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For the installation on a (built-in) “503” module:
Prepare the Analogue Plus Console for the selected frame, by following this prescriptions.
• Vimar series Idea Rondò Æ No operation to be done
• Gewiss series PLAYBUS Æ Eliminate the external lockers, indicated by (A)
• Bticino series LIVING/LIGHT Æ Eliminate the external lockers indicated by (A). Loosen
the 2 screws on the back side of the Console, in order to remove the frontal internal frame
and remove the two bars indicated by (B).

Install the two bars between the console box and the frontal internal frame, then tighten the 2 back
screws previously removed by paying attention that the two bars (B) are in the height centre and
well fixed to the Console.

Fig. 4
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5.1 Connecting the RS 485 network

For the realization of a “Local-bus” communication network between the Analogue Plus Console
and the several Power Omnibus cards, it is advisable to use a “twisted” cable and make the
electrical connections as shown in the following diagrams.
5.1.1 Electrical connection between Analogue Plus Console and Power Omnibus card

5.1.2 Electrical connection between Analogue Plus Console and several Power Omnibus
cards

Fig.5

In choosing the cable and installing it all rules of the installation Country must be respected, in
particular the ones for data transmission EN 50174.
Particular case must be put in dividing data transmission cables from power. The maximum
extension of the RS485 net must never exceed 500m and a maximum of 10 Power Omnibus.
In case of short distance between Analogue Plus Console and Power Omnibus vard, a flat phone
cable can be used for the “Local-bus” connection, ending with RJ11 6P/4C male plugs, as shown
in the pictures.
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5.1.3 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Analogue Plus Console builtin“503” module

Fig 6

5.1.4 Electrical connection between Power Omnibus card and Analogue Plus Console for
on wall installation.

Fig.7
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